




Tony ARBOLINO

moto3 World Championship 2020

SNIPERS TEAM

From our years of experience in motorcycle apparel and protection, 
WE KNOW how to keep you safe.
With our aggressive design, bold colors, and flattering fit, WE 
KNOW style.
Offering products for all seasons, with multiple variations, robust 
storage capacity, and high quality components, WE KNOW func-
tionality.
Supporting and sponsoring some of the fastest racers at the high-
est level of world-class motorsports, WE KNOW winning.
 
Our goal is to know the motorcycle industry apparel like no one 
else; to offer the highest quality, most innovative products at a 
very competitive price. We think about the end user in everything 
we do. It's about you; your safety, your expression, your passion. 
Whether it's urban street style, adventure gear, or pure racing, we 
have an apparel solution for you. 
WE KNOW WHAT YOU NEED.



ROAD TO INFINITY

As a stunt riding pioneer in Hungary and successful racer known for 
his stunts all over the world, the owner and founder of MUGENRACE 
had plenty of experience testing the durability of motorcycle gear. 
After years of distributing motorcycle apparel products, he decided 
to develop his own brand and line of performance gear. His goal was 
to share his experience with motorcycles and the limitless possibili-
ties they provide on the track and open road; to capture the spirit of 
mugen, while developing an industry-leading product that provided 
safe protection combined with superior quality suitable for MotoGP 
racers. Founded in 2001, MUGENRACE is the mark of quality and 
infinite potential he was aiming for. 

Welcome to the MUGENRACE journey.

Mugen means infinity in Japanese. In the country of the rising sun, 
where the rich history of motorcycling is founded on precision and 
respect for performance, the spirit of mugen erases the limits of 
what can be achieved. Mugen is no limits. Mugen is infinite pos-
sibility.



Peter SEBESTYEN

World Superbike Championship 2016

Team TOTH

DYNAMIC TEST
CRASHING AT A SPEED OF 200 KM/H!

Product development meant new challenges. It took eight years of test-
ing to find the best solution that met the highest quality and durability 
standards. The core product was the leather suit, which was manufac-
tured in multiple countries and continents based on a continuously im-
proving design. 

By incorporating knowledge and experience collected through rigorous 
testing and research, the enhanced garments got closer and closer to 
the expectations. Modifications and improvements were made to the 
patterns, the leather material, and thickness. The security stitching got 
stronger, and the security elements and protectors were placed to max-
imize protection and eliminate failure.

When the final evolution of the suit was ready, the company founder test-
ed the product personally. He took on the development of the suit very 
seriously and put his full confidence in its ability to offer protection. He 
put on inline skates and at an airport runway was towed by a motorcycle 
to speeds in excess of 200 km/h. He would let go of the tow and slide 
in various positions to check where and if, the stitches came loose, how 
worn the leather was and if there were any splits in the material.
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SNIPERS TEAM

REFERENCE DATA

During continued testing, the products were scored high or low 
based on real-world crash data obtained during hundreds of mo-
torcycle crashes. Crash data ranged from the common low-speed 
lowside, all the way to extreme highside trauma; including impacts 
and slides at 300km/h. Testing environments consisted of gran-prix 
race tracks, highways, fields, and snow-covered forest tracks. 

In the headquarters of MUGENRACE the scratches and scars on the 
damaged suits of the MotoGP, Moto2 and Moto3 racers prove as a 
specific reference, that our suits have protected our riders’ lives.



Gabor TALMACSI

125ccm // 250ccm // moto2 // motoGP 

125ccm World Champion 2007

MUGENRACE Ambassador

AIRBAG IN THE SUIT

Sophisticated development and uncompromising quality standards 
earned MUGENRACE the honor as one of the top sellers of motorcycle 
apparel in Europe. In addition, sales have expanded beyond Europe. The 
success is proved by the fact that the brand has entered the highest level 
possible, the world of MotoGP. 

As of 2018, MUGENRACE partners with Dainese by supplying sponsored 
teams with leather suits, according to the latest regulations must also 
include an in-suit airbag system.

More and more racers are wearing the MUGENRACE suits and compa-
ny representatives are always present at the races. They are there not 
only as spectators, but they are also collecting feedback and experience 
during the races, and if required they repair or replace the damaged 
wear through their racer support program. 

The MUGENRACE products are not only manufactured for racers, but for 
everyone who likes to ride a motorbike. Leather materials can be made 
from cow, buffalo, and extremely strong and light kangaroo leather. The 
product range is continuously expanding, besides the leather products 
textile and abrasion resistant denim materials are also used. Riding jeans 
have been combined with Kevlar lining, protectors and flexible materials 
to achieve truly functional and stylish motorbike wear.

Every item of the range is characterized by quality, design and safety. 
The MUGENRACE logo displayed on the suit captures the fundamental 
experience of motorcycles.



Rubén XAUS

250ccm // motoGP // WSSP // WSBK

MUGENRACE Ambassador

...INFINITY IS WAITING.

GET ON YOUR BIKE AND GO!



WEKNOW:WHAT YOU NEED



Jaume MASIA

moto3 World Championship 2019
MUGENRACE TEAM

WEARE:LEADINGTHEWAY



LEATHER
SUITS

lederkombi
combinaisons

tute in pelle
monos
macacão
кожа комбинаторной

kombinézy
αγωνιστικά κοστούμια

ץורימ תופילח
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MNR2104BRW LADY

BRW

Women's one-piece leather clothing. Latest one-piece WO-
MEN leather garment developed based on MotoGP™ ex-
perience. It's made of 1.2-1.3 mm thick premium cowhide, 
perforated on both the front and back, so it is perfectly venti-
lated. And rubberized kevlar stretch deposits due to perfectly 
pick up the shape of the wearer. It is equipped with state-of-
the-art TPU outer protectors, complete with replaceable abra-
sives. For greater comfort, the neck part is made of neoprene 
material. The aerodynamics of the racing hump placed on the 
back reduces air resistance. Thanks to its high level of safety, 
it is perfect for both street and track motoring!

Woman racing slim fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are 
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

BWG BRG BFYW

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR2004BWG
MNR2004BRG
MNR2004BFYW

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

Racing slim fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aerodynamic racing hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

The latest in motorcycle performance technology for riding. 
Our newest leather suit developed with the experiences 
based on MotoGP™. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm pre-
mium quality highly durable cowhide leather, back and front 
side are both perforated and it has an exellent ventilation.
With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the 
owner’s body. All of them get the most modern TPU exterior 
protectors. On the back there are power absorbers for the 
bigger safety and for a better comfort the neck area made of 
neoprene material. This leather suit is perfectly suitable for 
riding on street or on a race track as well.

PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT FOR WOMEN

CIRA-SR UNO
MNR2104

MNR2004
RC-MAX UNO
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PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT FOR MEN & KIDS PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT FOR MEN & KIDS

BWRG BWFYG

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR1903BWRG
MNR1903BWFYG
MNR1903WBBLG

116 122 128 134 140 146 152 158 164 170

MNR1903KBWRG KIDS
MNR1903KBWFYG KIDS
MNR1903KWBBLG KIDS

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR1901BW
MNR1901BR
MNR1901BFY

116 122 128 134 140 146 152 158 164 170

MNR1901KBW KIDS
MNR1901KBR KIDS
MNR1901KBFY KIDS

BW BR BFY WBBLG

New stuff of the Mugenrace leather suits! The brand new 
2019 Mugenrace cowhide–kangaroo hybrid one piece leath-
er suit. The biggest part of this suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm 
premium quality cowhide leather, and almost the 40% of the
suit made of kangaroo leather. With this kind of material use 
this suit will be unique on the market. The TPU exterior pro-
tectors on the shoulders, elbows and the knees are the same 
as the other Mugenrace one piece leather suits.

Racing slim fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing 
hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

60% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 40% kan-
garoo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish leather,
special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors 
aretwo type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

Our leather suit, developed with the experiences based on 
MotoGP™.Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality 
cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated and 
it has an exellent ventilation. With the rubberized insertions 
the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. All of them get 
the most modern TPU exterior protectors, with replaceable 
sliders. On the back there are power absorber paddings for 
the bigger safety and for better comfort the neck area made 
of neoprene material. This leather suit is perfectly suitable for 
riding on street or on a race track as well.

Racing slim fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

ASSASSINO UNO

IBRIDO UNO
MNR1903

MNR1901
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Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

100% polyester mesh lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors 
aretwo type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

60% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 40% kan-
garoo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish leather,
special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors 
aretwo type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

Two-piece leather garments. Latest two-piece leather gar-
ment developed based on MotoGP experience. It is made of 
1.2-1.3 mm thick premium cowhide, perforated on both the 
front and back, so it is perfectly ventilated. And rubberized  
kevlar stretch deposits due to perfectly pick up the shape 
of the wearer. It is equipped with state-of-the-art TPU out-
er protectors, complete with replaceable abrasives. There 
are shock-absorbing inserts on the back for greater safety, 
and the neck part is made of neoprene for greater comfort. 
Thanks to its high level of safety, it is perfect for both street 
and track motoring!

2107 kangaroo Two-piece leather dress. A specialty among 
Mugenrace two-piece leather clothes! Hybrid clothing that 
includes kangaroo leather and leather pieces. Partly thick-
ness of 1.2-1.3 mm premium-quality cowhide, 40% - was 
named kangaroo skin deposits contain. This solution not only 
reduces the weight of the dress, but also makes it more com-
fortable for the wearer due to the elasticity of the kangaroo 
skin. The TPU outer treads are the same as other Mugenrace 
two-piece suits .

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR2107BW
MNR2107BWR
MNR2107BWFY

BW BWR BWFY

TOURING LEATHER SUIT FOR WOMEN

MNR2108
CIRA-SR DUE

MNR2107
RC-VIALE DUE

TOURING LEATHER SUIT

BW BWR WP

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

MNR2108BW LADY
MNR2108BWR LADY
MNR2108WP LADY
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TOURING LEATHER SUIT
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60% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 40% 
kan-garoo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish 
leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees, 
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, re-
mov-able lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust con-
nection zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

New stuff of the Mugenrace leather suits!. The brand new 
2019 Mugenrace cowhide–kangaroo hybrid two piece leath-
er suit. The biggest part of this suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm pre-
mium quality cowhide leather, and almost the 40% of the suit 
made of kangaroo leather. With this kind of material use this 
suit will be unique on the market. The TPU exterior protectors 
on the shoulders, elbows and the knees are the same as the
other Mugenrace two piece leather suits.

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR1913BW
MNR1913BWR
MNR1913BWFY

BW BWR BWFY

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, robust connection zip, small aerodynamic
hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors,

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

This two piece leather suit gonna be perfect for touring,but it
has the best atchers of the one piece leather suit it’s perfect
for riding a sportmotorcycle too. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 
mm premium quality highly durable cowhide leather, back 
and front side are both perforated and it has an exellent 
ventilation. With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly 
fits with the owner’s body. All of them get the most modern 
TPU exterior protectors. On the back there are power absorb-
ers for the bigger safety and for a better comfort the neck 
area made of neoprene material. Our design with the newest 
trends makes this suit unique of the leather suits you can 
buy on the market.

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR2008BWG
MNR2008BWR
MNR2008BWFY
MNR2008BBLGW

BW BWR BWFY BBLGW

IBRIDO DUE
MNR1913

TOURING LEATHER SUIT

MNR2008
RC-MAX DUE
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TOURING LEATHER SUIT

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR1711BW
MNR1711BWR
MNR1711BWFY
MNR1711WBW LADY
MNR1711WBWR LADY
MNR1711WBWFY LADY

BW BWR BWFY

Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality cowhide 
leather.
The whole suit is perforated and it has the best ventilation int 
he biggest heat! On the shoulder, knee and the elbow there 
are special metal protectors which makes the suit extremely 
safety. With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits 
with the owner’s body. Our design with the newest trends 
makes this suit unique of the leather suits you can buy on 
the market.

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees, 
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, robust connection zip, small aerodynamic 
hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide 
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and 
neoprene.

100% polyester removable lining.

External: Aluminium injection black PU.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR1911BW
MNR1911BR
MNR1911BFY
MNR1911BBL

BW BR BFY BBL

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees, 
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNR-
stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, remov-
able lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust connection
zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and 
neoprene.

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness. 
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

This two piece leather suit gonna be perfect for touring,but it 
has the best atchers of the one piece leather suit it’s perfect
for riding a sportmotorcycle too. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 
mm premium quality highly durable cowhide leather, back 
and front side are both perforated and it has an exellent 
ventilation. With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly 
fits with the owner’s body. All of them get the most modern 
TPU exterior protectors. On the back there are power absorb-
ers for the bigger safety and for a better comfort the neck 
area made of neoprene material. Our design with the newest 
trends makes this suit unique of the leather suits you can 
buy on the market.

MNR1711
IMPEGNATO-D

MNR1911
ASSASSINO-D2



LEATHER
JACKETS

lederjacken
blouson en cuir

giubbini in pelle

chaquetas de cuero

jaquetas de couro

кожаные куртки

kožené bundy
δερμάτινα μπουφάν

רוע יליעמ
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BW BWR BWFY BLUE B WBFY

MNR2117
MRY

MNR2115
CUBI

Fully perforated sporty leather jacket that incorporates the 
latest developments in one-piece competition clothing. It fits 
perfectly to the body thanks to theKevlar stretch and rubber-
ized inserts on the back of the shoulder. In addition to the 
1.2-1.3 mm thick premium cowhide, TPU shoulder and elbow 
treads, the front and rear shock-absorbing inserts also pro-
vide maximum safety. The comfortable jacket is completed 
by a neoprene neck and cuffs. The jacket can of course be 
zipped with Mugenrace leather pants.

Regular fit

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows, 
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, spe-
cial 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves, 
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

LEVEL-2 Safety and reflective elements.

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways 
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are 
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Regular fit

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows, 
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, spe-
cial 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves, 
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Fully perforated sporty leather jacket that incorporates the 
latest developments in one-piece competition clothing. It fits 
perfectly to the body thanks to theKevlar stretch and rubber-
ized inserts on the back of the shoulder. In addition to the 
1.2-1.3 mm thick premium cowhide, TPU shoulder and elbow 
treads, the front and rear shock-absorbing inserts also pro-
vide maximum safety. The comfortable jacket is completed 
by a neoprene neck and cuffs. The jacket can of course be 
zipped with Mugenrace leather pants.

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR2115BW
MNR2115BWR
MNR2115BWFY
MNR2115BLUE

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR2117B
MNR2117WBFY

RACING LEATHER JACKETRACING LEATHER JACKET
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BW BR BFY B BFYR

MNR2017
ATTENZIONE

MNR1920
AGGRESSORE

Sporty leather jacket which got the newest developements as 
the one piece leather suit. With the rubberized insertions the 
suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body.The jacket made of 
1.2-1.3 premium quality highly durable cowhide leather.The 
jacket fully perforated so it can help to feel more comfortable 
in hot weather.
The TPU protectors and the power absorber insertions on 
the front and the back area are maximize the protection and 
safety.The neck area made of neoprene which makes the 
jacket really comfortable.

Regular fit

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows, 
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, spe-
cial 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves, 
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety 
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

LEVEL-2 Safety and reflective elements.

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways 
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are 
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Regular fit

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows, 
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, spe-
cial 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves, 
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety 
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways 
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are 
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Sporty leather jacket which got the newest developements 
as the one piece leather suit. With the rubberized insertions 
the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. The jacket made 
of 1.2-1.3 premium quality highly durable cowhide leather.
The TPU protectors and the power absorber insertions on 
the front and the back area are maximize the protection and 
safety. The neck area made of neoprene which makes the 
jacket really comfortable.

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR1920BW
MNR1920BR
MNR1920BFY

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

MNR2017B
MNR2017BFYR

RACING LEATHER JACKETRACING LEATHER JACKET
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SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B BR

MNR1874
LOKSAIT

MNR1873
SAKLIOT

Leather jacket which is perforated on the chest, back and on 
the sleeves. Inside the jacket there are CE protectors and they 
are removable as the lining. This stylish leather jacket can be 
shorten around the waistline with snaps.

Regular classic fit. Cafe racer style.

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety 
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide.

100% polyester mesh lining with detachable thermo-
lining.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Regular classic fit. Cafe racer style.

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety 
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide.

100% polyester mesh lining with detachable thermo-
lining.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Quilted Leather Jacket for mens with removable thermo lin-
ing. The elbow, the shoulder and the waist line has a double 
strenghten for bigger safety. Inside the jacket has CE protec-
tors. At the end of the sleeves and around the waist can be 
shorten with snaps.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1873B

LEATHER JACKETLEATHER JACKET

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1874BR



LEATHER
TROUSERS

lederhosen
pantalons en cuir

pantaloni di pelle

pantalones de cuero

calça de couro

кожаные брюки

kožené kalhoty

δερμάτινα παντελόνια

רוע יסנכמ
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SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING
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SAFETY

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B BW BWR BWFY B

MNR1916
RT66

MNR1915
RBRS-1

Leather pants made of 1.2-1.3 premium quality cowhide 
leather. The comfort feeling gonna be higher with the rubber-
ized insertions. With the connection zipper it can be pair with 
MUGENRACE leather jackets like a two piece leather suit. On 
the waist with a velcro fastener you can narrow the waist line.

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at knees and legs and waist.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways 
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester mesh lining.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Regular fit.

Flexible leather panels at knees and legs and waist.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways 
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

100% polyester mesh lining.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are 
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and 
Type-B) certificate.

Sporty leather pants made of 1.2-1.3 premium quality cow-
hide leather. It has TPU exterior protectors on the knees 
but there is space for sliders around the knee area which 
makes this pant suitable for riding a motorcycle sporty way. 
The comfort feeling gonna be higher with the rubberized in-
sertions. With the connection zipper it can be pair with MU-
GENRACE leather jackets like a two piece leather suit. On the 
waist with a velcro fastener you can narrow the waist line.

XS/46 S/48 M/50 L/52 XL/54 2XL/56 3XL/58 4XL/60 5XL/62 64

MNR1915B
MNR1915BW
MNR1915BWR
MNR1915BWFY

XS/46 S/48 M/50 L/52 XL/54 2XL/56 3XL/58 4XL/60 5XL/62 64

MNR1916B

LEATHER JACKETRACING LEATHER TROUSER



TEXTILE
JACKETS

textiljacken
blousons en nylon

giacche in tessuto

chaquetas textil

jaqueta de têxtil

текстильная куртка

textilní bunda
κλωστοϋφαντουργίας σακάκι

ליטסקט ליעמ
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SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING
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SAFETY

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BW BR BFY BLGW BLGR BLGFY

MNR1930
FUGGIRE-A

MNR2131
VECTORS-A

This jacket made for maximum comfort in the hottest weath-
er especially for riding through the whole summer. The re-
movable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will 
help the owner to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather. 
On the sleeves and around the waist can be fix to the owner’s 
body with velcro fasteners.

Regular fit.

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners 
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone 
pocket inside.

LEVEL-1 Safety

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neo-
prene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Regular fit.

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners 
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone 
pocket inside.

LEVEL-1 Safety

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neo-
prene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

This jacket made for maximum comfort in the hottest weath-
er especially for riding through the whole summer. The re-
movable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will 
help the owner to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather. 
On the sleeves and around the waist can be fix to the owner’s 
body with velcro fasteners.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1930BW
MNR1930BR
MNR1930BFY
MNR1930BLGW
MNR1930BLGR
MNR1930BLGFY
MNR1930WBW LADY
MNR1930WBR LADY
MNR1930WBFY LADY

SUMMER MESH JACKETSUMMER MESH JACKET

BW BR BFY

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR2131BW
MNR2131BR
MNR2131BFY
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B

MNR1936
CORRIDORE

Regular fit

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners 
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, inner cellular-phone pocket

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite.

Without lining.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

This jacket made for maximum comfort in the hottest weath-
er especially for riding through the whole summer. On the 
sleeves and around the waist can be shorten to the owner’s 
body with velcro fasteners.

SUMMER MESH JACKET

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

LGB FYB

MNR1731
A-TTRAVERSARE

If you don’t wanna get sweat in the summer you NEED this 
jacket! You can remove the linings and you’ll get the perfect 
ventilation at low speed as well. Don’t be afraid when the 
weather turns cold, just put
in the waterproof membrane and the removable lining and 
the triple layer jacket will protect you. With internal waist con-
nection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE pants.

Regular fit

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners 
on sleeves and waist. Two pockets on front, two pockets 
inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin holder at 
left lower-arm.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neo-
prene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1731LGB
MNR1731FYB
MNR1731WLGB LADY
MNR1731WFYB LADY

SUMMER MESH JACKET

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1936B
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B BFY

MNR2130
TEPPISTA-DUE

Regular fit.

Four MNR-Airflow system openings on front, three 
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector 
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist. Two 
pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone 
pocket inside.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

A new generation of textile jackets with special material 
use for maximum protection. This three-layer jacket can be 
used in almost any weather condition. The thermolining and 
breathable membrane protect you from rain and cold, but if 
you remove these two layers, you don’t have to sweat in high 
heat thanks to the AirFlow vents on the jacket, arms and back 
of the jacket . The rubberized back, elbows and velcro-ad-
justable arms further enhance the comfort of the jacket.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR2130B
MNR2130BFY

RACING TEXTILE JACKET
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B BGFYBGR

MNR2029
ROMANO

Regular fit

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, six 
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector 
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone 
pocket inside.

LEVEL-1 Safety.

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

This triple layer jacket is the New Era in the cordura jacket 
lineup of MNR with the TPU elbow and shoulder protectors. 
It can be used in every weather. The removable thermo lin-
ing and the waterproof membrane will help the owner to feel 
comfortable in cold and rainy weather. If you remove the two 
linings with the MNR Airflow ventilation technology system 
you can enjoy the ride in the hot weather too. The rubberized 
elbows and the sleeves with velcro fasteners makes the jack-
et more comfortable. With internal waist connection zipper for 
attachment to MNR pants.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR2029B
MNR2029BGR
MNR2029BGFY

RACING TEXTILE JACKET

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BFYR

MNR2032
RICO

A new generation of textile jackets with special material 
use for maximum protection. This three-layer jacket can be 
used in almost any weather condition. The thermo lining and 
breathable membrane protect you from rain and cold, but if 
you remove these two layers, you don’t have to sweat in high 
heat thanks to the AirFlow vents on the jacket, arms and back 
of the jacket . Elasticated elbows and velcro-adjustable arms 
further enhance the comfort of the jacket.

Regular fit

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, six 
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector 
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist. Two 
pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone 
pocket inside.

LEVEL-1 Safety.

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR2032B
MNR2032BFYR

RACING TEXTILE JACKET
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BW BFYBR

MNR1931
AGGRESSORE-T

Regular fit

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, three 
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector 
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist. Two 
pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone 
pocket inside.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate

This triple layer jacket can be used in every weather. The 
removable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will 
help the owner to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather. 
If you remove the two linings with the MUGENRACE Airflow 
ventilation technology system you can enjoy the ride in the 
hot weather too. The rubberized elbows and the sleeves with 
velcro fasteners makes the jacket more comfortable.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1931BW
MNR1931BR
MNR1931BFY

RACING TEXTILE JACKET

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BEIGE

MNR1145
DIANE

Developed for touring especially for women. With removable 
lining and membrane for wind and waterproofing with high 
level of breathability and offers excellent protection against 
the weather. There are special MUGENRACE Airflow ven-
tilation system on the chest, the back and on the sleeves. 
This jacket got power absorber insertions at the back and 
the keybone. Around the waist and the bottom of the jacket 
can be shorten with velcro fasteners and on the sleeves with 
snaps. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment 
to MUGENRACE pants.

Regular ladies fit.

Four season wear, MNR-Airflow system openings on 
front and sleeves, three MNR-Airflow system openings 
on back, foam protector on back, velcro and snaps ad-
justments on sleeves and waist.
Four pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular 
phone pocket inside and coin holder at left lower-arm.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

MNR1145B LADY
MNR1145BEIGE LADY

TEXTILE JACKET FOR WOMEN
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B NFY

MNR2099
MARS

Regular long fit

MNR-3D Mash ventilation system on chest, long 
MNR-Airflow system zippers on sleeves, foam protector 
on back, velcro adjustments on sleeves and waist. Four 
pockets on front, one big pocket on back, two pockets 
inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin holder at 
left lower-arm.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate

A special 3-layer long hiking jacket, which, thanks to its 
construction and material, performs excellently even in ex-
treme conditions. The jacket is not only fully waterproof, but 
also features state-of-the-art AirFlow honeycomb ventilation 
system, and a detachable storm scarf makes it suitable for 
comfortable wear in all weather conditions. In addition to CE 
internal treads, reinforced seams and double-layered and 
extra-strong shoulder and elbow inserts ensure safety. In ad-
dition, a real special feature is that the position of the velcro 
reducers on the arm and waist can be changed.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR2099B
MNR2099NFY

TOURING TEXTILE JACKET

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

BFY

MNR1842
INFINITO-C

This jacket is made for long touring. All the comfort and safe-
ty properties are on the highest level. With the removable 
waterproof membrane and the also removable thermo lin-
ing suitable for every weather condition. The special Airflow 
ventilation system’s big capacity depends on the new magnet 
system. This jacket also has the newest Camel Pack in the 
back. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to 
MUGENRACE pants.

Regular long fit.

MNR-Airflow system openings on front, long MNR-Air-
flow system zippers on sleeves, three MNR-Airflow sys-
tem openings on back, foam protector on back, snaps 
adjustments on sleeves and waist.
Six pockets on front, two pockets on back, two pockets 
inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin holder at 
left lower-arm.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1842BFY

TOURING TEXTILE JACKET
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BFYBR LGBR

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

MNR1840
T-UNO

Regular long fit.

MNR ventilation system on chest, long MNR-Airflow 
system zippers on sleeves, three MNR-Airflow system 
openings on back, foam protector on back, velcro ad-
justments on sleeves and waist.
Four pockets on front, one big pocket on back, two 
pockets inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin 
holder at left lower-arm.

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

This triple layered jacket is especially made for touring. It 
has a removable thermo lining and membrane for wind and 
waterproofing with high level of breathability and offers ex-
cellent protection against the weather. Around the waist and 
on the sleeves can be shorten with velcro fasteners, and at 
the bottom of the jacket can be customize for the owner with 
rubber strap. The velcro fastener ventilation system on the 
chest can fix with snaps. This jacket have more ventilation on 
the upper area of the back and on the sleeves. The reflective 
panels are great and there is a big reflective panel at the 
line of the spine. With internal waist connection zipper for 
attachment to MUGENRACE pants.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1840BR
MNR1840BFY
MNR1840LGBR

TOURING TEXTILE JACKET



TEXTILE
TROUSERS

textilhosen
pantalons textiles

pantaloni tessili

pantalones textiles

calças têxteis
текстильные штаны

textilní kalhoty

κλωστοϋφαντουργίας παντελόνι

סקט םייסנכמ
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BFYR

MNR2051
MOTYO

Regular fit

Four season wear, MNR Airflow system vents on the 
front, waist and legs, velcro fastener on waist. Two 
pockets on front.

LEVEL-1 Safety.

Nylon and polyester 600D composite.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate

Three-layer hiking pants, complete with a detachable bridle. 
It has a removable thermal lining and a breathable mem-
brane, so it provides comfortable wear in all weather condi-
tions. By opening the front pockets, you can activate a special 
AirFlow fan. Excellent application and long hiking to.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR2051BFYR

TEXTILE TROUSER

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BE

MNR1651
VIAGGIARE

Triple layered touring pant which has a removable bridle. It 
has a removable thermo lining and a waterproof membrane 
and suitable in all weather conditions. We can activate the 
Muganrace Airflow system if we open up the pockets on the 
legs and get a good ventilation for touring. With internal waist 
connection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE jackets.

Regular fit.

Four season wear, MNR Airflow system vents on the 
front, waist and legs, velcro fastener on waist.
Two pockets on front, two on side.

LEVEL-1 Safety

Nylon and polyester 600D composite.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

TEXTILE TROUSER FOR LADIES AND MEN

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1651B
MNR1651BE
MNR1651WB LADY
MNR1651WBE LADY
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FITTING
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SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B BBE

MNR1851
LINEARE

Regular fit.

Four season wear, MNR Airflow system vents on the 
front, waist and legs, velcro fastener on waist.
Two pockets on front, two on side.

LEVEL-1 Safety

Nylon and polyester 600D composite.

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, water-
proof membrane.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Professional touring pants you’ve been waiting for! It has 
double stiching and strenghten insertions for durability and 
maximize the safety in extreme conditions. The triple lay-
ered pant has a removable thermo lining and a waterproof 
membrane. For the perfect ventilation the jacket has the 
MUGENRACE Airflow system. At the bottom area there are 
anti-sliding insertion parts with them the rider will have the 
best seat position at all time. With internal waist connection 
zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE jackets.

TEXTILE TROUSER

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1851B
MNR1851BBE
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B BRWBW BFYW

MNR1461
ESSENZIA

Racing fit.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, carbon-fi-
bre knuckle protector, finger-safety carbon and hard 
plastic protection, sweet proof, velcro fastener on wrist, 
double leather and kevlar padding at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Cowhide leather.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Long racing cowhide leather glove which absolve the big-
gest expectations. Made of really fine leather that makes the 
glove very comfortable. At the head of hand there is a double 
layer with carbon protectors. On the palm there are anti-slid-
ing parts and power ansorber insertions because of the high 
safety requirements. The exterior fingers got double streng-
htening. The fingers has plastic vents for the perfect cooling.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1461B
MNR1461BW
MNR1461BRW
MNR1461BFYW

RACING GLOVES

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BRWBW BFYW

MNR1570
MAXIMA

This glove is developed for racing made of premium quality 
cowhide leather. It has a longer cuff outside with rubberized 
parts and from the inside with power abrorber insertions. The 
head of the hand and the fingers got carbon protectors for 
maximum safety. Under the protectors there are double lay-
ered premium leather. On the palm there are anti-sliding and 
power absorber insertions. For the perfect cooling the side of 
the fingers got perforated.

Racing fit.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, carbon-fi-
bre knuckle protector, finger-safety carbon and hard 
plastic protection, sweet proof, velcro fastener on wrist, 
double leather and kevlar padding at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Cowhide leather.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

RACING GLOVES

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1570B
MNR1570BW
MNR1570BRW
MNR1570BFYW
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B BRBW BFY BBL

MNR2066
PUY-KA

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR2066B
MNR2066BW
MNR2066BR
MNR2066BFY
MNR2066BBL

SPORT GLOVES

BGR BR BFY

MNR2067
HAI-KO

SPORT GLOVES

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR2067BGR
MNR2067BR
MNR2067BFY

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

Half long hybrid gloves.

Cow leather and cordura hybrid highly abrassion resis-
tant glove, carbon-fibre knuckle protector, elasticated 
leather panel, finger-safety hard plastic protection, 
sweet proof, velcro fastener on wrist, double leather 
and padding at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors

Short cowhide gloves with perforated upper. Summer glove 
for any engine type, with carbon tread on the palm and 
shock-absorbing inserts on the fingers. The palm is fitted 
with a double leather reinforcement in addition to the non-
slip pad, which extends all the way to the little finger. Its rub-
berized cuff enhances comfort.

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

Short cowhide gloves with textile and rubberized inserts on 
the sleeves . Summer glove for any engine type with plastic 
tread on the palm and shock absorbing inserts on the fingers. 
The palm is fitted with a double leather reinforcement in ad-
dition to the non-slip pad, which extends all the way to the 
little finger. Its rubberized cuff enhances comfort.

Short hybrid gloves.

Cow leather and cordura hybrid highly abrassion resis-
tant glove, TPU knuckle protector, elasticated leather 
panel, finger-safety soft rubber protection, sweet proof, 
velcro fastener on wrist, double leather and padding 
at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.
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B BFY

MNR2068
TRYTY

Half long hybrid gloves.

Cow leather and cordura hybrid highly abrassion resis-
tant glove, TPU knuckle protector, elasticated leather 
panel, finger-safety hard plastic protection, sweet proof, 
velcro fastener on wrist, double leather and padding at 
palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Half-length, hybrid hiking gloves. Leather palm and upper 
with textile cuff. With plastic treads on the new ones, palms 
and palms. The palm was provided with a d upla leather rein-
forcement in addition to the non-slip pad

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR2068B
MNR2068BFY

SPORT GLOVES

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BW BFY

MNR2069
MIA

Half-length, hybrid hiking gloves. Leather palm and upper 
with textile cuff. With plastic treads on the new ones and on 
the palms. The palm was reinforced with double skin. 

Short hybrid gloves.

Cow leather and cordura hybrid highly abrassion resis-
tant glove, TPU knuckle protector, elasticated leather 
panel, finger-safety hard plastic protection, sweet proof, 
velcro fastener on wrist, double leather and padding at 
palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors

SPORT GLOVES

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR2069B
MNR2069BW
MNR2069BFY
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SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

B BR

MNR1967
MAK-1

Long hybrid gloves.

Cow leather and cordura hybrid highly abrassion resis-
tant glove, TPU knuckle protector, elasticated leather 
panel, finger-safety hard plastic protection, sweet proof, 
velcro fastener on wrist, double leather and padding at 
palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Long, hybrid hiking gloves. Cowhide gloves with textile in-
serts on the sleeves and cuffs. With plastic treads on the new 
ones and on the palms. The palm was reinforced with double 
skin. Shock-absorbing sponge protectors on the long cuff, 
fingers and palms.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1967B
MNR1967BR

SEMI-SPORT GLOVES

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BR BFY

MNR1969
PRIMO WINTER

Long hybrid winter gloves. Winter lined glove with leather 
palm and fabric upper. Shock-absorbing sponge protectors 
on the cuff, fingers, palms and palms. The palm is fitted with 
a double leather reinforcement in addition to the non-slip 
pad, which extends all the way to the little finger.

Winter long hybrid gloves.

Cow leather and cordura hybrid highly abrassion resis-
tant glove, soft knuckle protector, elasticated leather 
panel, finger-safety soft protec- tion, sweet proof, 
velcro fastener on wrist, double leather and padding 
at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: soft protectors.

WINTER GLOVES

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1969B
MNR1969BR
MNR1969BFY
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B BW

MNR1666
FIGURATORE

Street sport fit.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, perforated 
leather fingers and wrists, carbon- fibre knuckle protec-
tor, elasticated leather panel, finger-safety carbon and 
hard plastic protection, sweet proof, velcro fastener on 
wrist, double leather and padding at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Cowhide leather.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Short cowhide leather gloves with perforated parts at the 
head of the hand. This glove suitable for riding every type 
of motorcycle at the summer. It has carbon protectors at the 
head of the hand and power absorber parts at the fingers. The 
palm has a double strenghtened layer and anti-sliding inser-
tions. The rubberized cuff makes the glove more comfortable.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1666B
MNR1666BW

SPORT GLOVES

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B BW

MNR1667
ROBOGGORE

Short textile glove with perforated upper construction with 
perfect ventilation. There are TPU material protectors on the 
fingers an on the head of the hand for maximum safety. The 
palm area has anti- sliding pads and power absorber inser-
tions. This glove is suitable to ride the city in summertime.

Street sport fit.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove perforat-
ed l fingers and wrists, carbon-fibre knuckle protector, 
elasticated leather panel, finger-safety carbon and hard 
plastic protec- tion, sweet proof, velcro fastener on 
wrist, double leather and padding at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

SPORT GLOVES

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1667B
MNR1667BW
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B BW

MNR3708
AEROFLUX

Street sport fit.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, fully per-
forated summer gloves, sweet proof, velcro fastener on 
wrist, double leather and padding at palm.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Perforated cowhide leather.

100% polyester.

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

This glove is really elegant and almost the whole glove is 
perforated so it has a perfect ventilation. Under the premium 
quality cowhide leather on the fingers and on the head of 
the hand there are TPU protectors for safety. On the palm 
power absorber insertions and double layer leather keep the 
hands safe. With the velcro cuff the glove easy to entry and 
secure closure.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR3708B
MNR3708BW

GLOVES



BOOTS

stiefel
bottes
stivali
botas
botas
ботинки
boty
μπότες
םייפגמ
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B FYBW BFY

MNR1690
PHANTOM-3

Racing boots.

Upper in Microfiber + PU Coated Leather 2mm thick-
ness, Hi-Tech Imported Vulcanized Rubber sole, Soft in-
serts, TPU Gear shifter guard + Shin with Metal Buckle, 
Calf & Heel, Durable hight quality Toe slider (Metal + 
TPU), Punctuer Resistant Plastic Insole.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Micro Fiber White + PU Coated Nubuck Leather 2mm 
+ Micro Fiber stretch panel 0.8mm pinup + 6mm EVA 
Hard + Carbon Material on collar + 6mm EVA Hard + 
Stretch Panel PU DMX Flex + 8mm EVA Soft.

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

MNR TPR Shin Label, MNR printed on vamp side, TPU 
Shin, Calf, Heel & Gear Panel.

These boots are developed with the experiences based on 
race track circumstances for maximum safety. The premium 
quality leather boot is perforated on the upper parts for the 
perfect ventilation. Special TPU protectors keep the heel the 
ankle and the shinbone safe. For the maximum safety the zip 
made of very strong material and the bootlap got anti-slid-
ing layer. At the upper area we found the shift pad made 
of strong material. The exterior sliders metal insertions are 
changeable.

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

MNR1690B
MNR1690BW
MNR1690FY
MNR1690BFY

RACING BOOTS

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B RBW FY BFY

MNR1490
PHANTOM-2

This leather boot is suitable for touring and racing too. It has 
TPU protectors and very strong Zip for perfect safety. For the 
exellent ventilation on the protectors got vents and the leath-
er parts are perforated. The bootlap made of special material 
which contains anti-sliding layer to make the riding safety. 
The shift pad and the slider with changeable metal insertion 
are at the front of the peg.

Racing boots.

Upper in PU Coated Leather 2mm thickness, Hi-Tech 
Imported Vulcanized Rubber sole Printed Mugen Race 
lining, Durable hight quality padders socks, Punctuer 
Resistant Plastic Insole, TPU protector (Shin, Shin Slider, 
Calf, Heel & Gear Panel), TPU + Metal Toe Slider.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Micro Fiber White 2mm + PU Coated Nubuck Leather 
soft + Micro Fiber stretch panel 0.8mm pinup + 6mm 
EVA Hard + Micro Fiber stretch panel 0.8mm plain + 
Stretch codura + 8mm EVA + Shin padding with Latex 
sheet 8mm + 4mm EVA White + Ankle foam with Latex 
sheet 3mm + 4mm EVA (Double Layer).

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

MNR TPR Shin Label, MNR printed on vamp side, TPU 
Shin, Calf, Heel & Gear Panel.

RACING BOOTS

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

MNR1490B
MNR1490BW
MNR1490R
MNR1490FY
MNR1490BFY
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B

MNR1995
GHIAIOSO

Short touring boots.

Upper in Micro Fiber 2mm Thickness, High Density 
Rubber Sole, Polyester Breathable Air Mesh, Water 
proof construction, Reinforced Heel for Improved Grip 
& ankle protection, YKK zipper with Velcro adjustment, 
High Quality and Removable Foot bed, Anti-Twist Mid-
sole.

LEVEL-2 Safety (EN 13634:2017 2 2 2 2 IPA IPS)

Microfiber Black 2mm, TPU injection on Microfiber.

Soft Polyester Lining.

Reinforced Heel for Improved Grip & ankle protection.

Really comfortable fully waterproof short touring boot. Made 
of high quality micro-fiber material with polyester lining. For 
maximum safety there are exterior protectors on the shift-
pad, the heel and the peg. The highly durable bootlap has 
an anti-sliding layer. This boot is a perfect choice for small 
or long touring.

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

MNR1995B

TOURING BOOTS

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B

MNR1996
FANGOSO

Really comfortable fully waterproof long touring boot. Made 
of high quality micro-fiber material with polyester lining. For 
maximum safety there are exterior protectors on the shift-
pad, the heel and the peg. The highly durable bootlap has 
an anti-sliding layer. This boot is a perfect choice for small 
or long touring.

Long touring boots.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees, 
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways 
MNR-stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, 
removable lining, aero cool 3D mesh at back, safety 
stitching, safety seams.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Microfiber Black 2mm, TPU injection on Microfiber.

Soft Polyester Lining.

Reinforced Heel for Improved Grip & ankle protection.

TOURING BOOTS

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

MNR1996B
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BW BFY

MNR1691
ROBBIE

Street racing boots.

Upper in Microfiber 2mm thickness, Vulcanized Rubber 
sole, Soft inserts, TPU Gear shifter guard, TPU heel 
counter, Durable hight quality Toe slider (Metal + TPU), 
Punctuer Resistant Plastic Insole.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Micro Fiber White 2mm + Micro Fiber Black 2mm, 
New Hatching Rexine Material on Collar PU DMX Flex + 
6mm EVA Hard, Micro Fiber Red on back stretch panel.

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

Rubber Flap Label, MNR TPU Heel Black.

These premium quality leather boots is almost the same as 
the racing boots, just a bit shorten. Also have the same pro-
tection for the ankle and for the knee, the very strong zip, the 
shift pad and the changeable metal insertion slider. It’s a good 
choice for riding the city, everyday use or for some touring.

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

MNR1691BW
MNR1691BFY

SHORT RACING BOOTS

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

B

MNR1692
STEVE

Comfortable leather boots for riding int he city with practical 
lace system. This boot has special Interior protectors for the 
ankle and exterior protectors for the knee. The shift pad and 
the slider with changeable metal insertion are at the front 
of the peg. Outside material of the boot is premium leather, 
inside the boot there is a breatheable lining with waterproof 
membrane.

Street racing boots.

Upper in Microfiber 2mm thickness, Vulcanized Rubber 
sole, Soft inserts, TPU Gear shifter guard, TPU heel 
counter, Durable hight quality Toe slider (Metal + TPU), 
Punctuer Resistant Plastic Insole.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Micro Fiber White 2mm + Micro Fiber Black 2mm, 
New Hatching Rexine Material on Collar PU DMX Flex + 
6mm EVA Hard, Micro Fiber Red on back stretch panel.

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

MNR TPU Heel Black.

SHORT RACING BOOTS

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

MNR1692B



KEVLAR
JEANS

kevlar-jeans
jeans-kevlar
jeans-kevlar
jeans-kevlar
kevlar-jeans
кевларовые джинсы

kevlarové džíny

kevlar τζιν
רארבק סני'ג



DANTE

MATTEO

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for simi-
lar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but 
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s 
much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy. 
The knee area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting. 
Under the denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and 
impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, 
but offer the benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the 
critical areas riders need protection.

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for similar 
jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but need 
safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s much 
more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy. The knee 
area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting. 
Under the denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and 
impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, 
but offer the benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the 
critical areas riders need protection.

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal 
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry, 
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders 
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Ac-
cordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the 
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. 4 Cargo 
pockets.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal 
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry, 
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders 
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Ac-
cordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the 
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. Pockets: 
two on front, two on back.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Ara-
mid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact 
areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Ara-
mid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact 
areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.
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NERO

CARMELO

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for simi-
lar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but 
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s 
much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy. 
The knee area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a straight leg and a relaxed cut. Under the denim is 
Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and impact areas. Com-
fortable and perfect for everyday riding, but offer the benefit 
of abrasion resistant protection in the critical areas riders 
need protection.

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for similar 
jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but need 
safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s much 
more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy. The knee 
area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting. 
Under the denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and 
impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, 
but offer the benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the 
critical areas riders need protection.

Urban regular fit men.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal 
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry, 
Outer protectors pockets for easy access, adjustable 
knee protectors pockets according to riders positions. 
Two pockets on front, two on back.

LEVEL-2 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal 
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry, 
Ventilation pock ets will let the fresh air inside when 
riding during warm summer days, Adjustable knee 
protectors pockets according to riders positions, 4 way 
stretch material on crotch area, Accordion fabric-Span-
dex panels are used on top of the knees and across the 
rear area next to the waist for the finest non-binding 
fit possible.
Two pockets on front, two on back.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

11.5 oz high quality durable denim, 100% cotton. 
Aramid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and 
impact areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Ara-
mid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact 
areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.
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NEBULA

LADY

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for simi-
lar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but 
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions 
it’s much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can 
buy. The knee area is protected by CE protectors. Jeans has 
a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting. Under the 
denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and impact ar-
eas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, but offer the 
benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the critical areas 
riders need protection.

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for simi-
lar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but 
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions 
it’s much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can 
buy. The knee area is protected by CE protectors. Jeans has 
a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting. Under the 
denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and impact ar-
eas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, but offer the 
benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the critical areas 
riders need protection.

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry,
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Ac-
cordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. 4 Cargo
pockets.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit woman.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry, 
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Ac-
cordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the 
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. 4 Cargo 
pockets.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Ara-
mid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact
areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Ara-
mid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact
areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.
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MNR1964BLUE
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MNR1965BLUE LADY

MNR1964

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY
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AVAILABLE COLORS

BLUE BLUE

KEVLAR-JEANS KEVLAR-JEANS
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SKY

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These 
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for simi-
lar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but 
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions 
it’s much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can 
buy. The knee area is protected by CE protectors. Jeans has 
a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting. Under the 
denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and impact ar-
eas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, but offer the 
benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the critical areas 
riders need protection.

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit woman.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Per-
fect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry,
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Ac-
cordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. 4 Cargo
pockets.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Ne-
mours and Company.

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Ara-
mid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact
areas.

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with 
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.
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MNR1968BLUE

MNR1968

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETYMATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

AVAILABLE COLORS

ORDERING DETAILS

BLUE

KEVLAR-JEANS



RAIN
SUITS

regen anzug
combinaison de pluie

tuta da pioggia

impermeable
capa de chuva

костюм от дождя

déšť oblek
κοστούμι βροχής

םשג תפילח
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FITTING

FEATURES

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BFY

MNR1552
RS-1

Regular fit.

100% waterproof material, rubberized wrist and waist, 
neoprene neck

Nylon.

Without lining. 

Without protectors.

Fully waterproof rainsuit with rubberized wrists and waist. 
The neck area made of very comfortable neoprene material. 
For the visibility on the there are neon colored lines on both 
side of the suit.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1552BFY

RAIN SUIT

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

B

MNR1551
RS-2

Two pieces rain suit. Fully waterproof rainsuit with rubberized 
wrists and waist. The neck area made of very comfortable 
neoprene material.

Regular fit.

100% waterproof material, rubberized wrist and waist, 
neoprene neck

Nylon.

Without lining. 

Without protectors.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1551B

RAIN SUIT



FASHION
& ACCESSORIES

mode und acce

mode et acce
moda e acc
moda y com
moda e ac
мода и аксессуары

móda a doplňky

μόδα και αξεσουάρ

םירזיבאו הנפוא
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BG BR BFY

MNR1989
ACROTTO

Regular fit.

Lightweight material, detachable hoodie, MNR-Airflow 
system openings on front, sleeves and back.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

CE Protectors.

Softshell.

100% polyester.

Internal: Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) 
certificate.

Motorcycle jacket with removable hoodie made of very light-
weight material.
The jacket is waterproof, and has CE protectors at the back 
the shoulders and the elbow. It’s a really good choice to riding 
in the city or to ride a scooter.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

MNR1989BG
MNR1989BR
MNR1989BFY

SOFTSHELL JACKET

SHELL

LINING

FITTING

FEATURES

GFY BFO

MNR1899
PISTA-BA

Fashionable jacket for everyday use softshell material which 
is rain-resistance. Without any protectors!Regular fit.

Spring/autumn wear, wrists adjustable with velcro fas-
tener, adjustable hoodie.
Three pockets on front.

Softshell.

100% polyester.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1899GFY UNISEX
MNR1899BFO UNISEX

SOFTSHELL JACKET
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BFY

MNR2088
NAKAMA

Regular fit.

Fashion top.

Without safety options.

65% polyester 35% cotton.

Without lining.

Without protection.

Fashion sweatshirt hoodie

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR2088BFY

SWEATSHIRT

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

BR

MNR2089
NKM

Fashion sweatshirt hoodie

Regular fit.

Fashion top.

Without safety options.

100% polyester.

Without lining.

Without protection.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR2089BR

SWEATSHIRT
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FITTING

FEATURES

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

PROTECTION

BFY BLFY WR WFO RG BBLR

MNR1898
BUGGYLEE

Regular fit.

Fashion top.

Without safety options.

100% polyester.

Without lining.

Without protection.

Fashion sweatshirt hoodie

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR1898BFY UNISEX
MNR1898BLFY UNISEX
MNR1898WR UNISEX
MNR1898WFO UNISEX
MNR1898RG UNISEX
MNR1898BBLR UNISEX

SWEATSHIRT
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FITTING

FEATURES

MATERIAL

BFYS

MNR9067
SOTTOLINEARE

Body fit.

Lightweight underwear.

85% Nylon
15% Spandex

Two piece unisex undersuit what is developed especially for 
riding motorcycle. This is the best solution to wear it under a 
textile or leather suit to make more comfortable because it 
eliminates perspiration.

2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

MNR9067BFYS

UNDERWEAR

MNR010S MNR012SB MNR013SBMNR012SW MNR013SFY

SLIDERS

Knee sliders with velcro fixing

PAIR

MNR010S
MNR012SB
MNR012SW
MNR013SB
MNR013SFY

SLIDERS
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